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Summary In this paper, we present a biomedical name recognition system, called
PowerBioNE. In order to deal with the special phenomena in the biomedical domain,
various evidential features are proposed and integrated through a mutual information independence model (MIIM). In addition, a support vector machine (SVM)
plus sigmoid is proposed to resolve the data sparseness problem in the MIIM. In
this way, the data sparseness problem in MIIM-based biomedical name recognition
can be resolved effectively and a biomedical name recognition system with better performance and better portability can be achieved. Finally, we present two
post-processing modules to deal with the nested entity name and abbreviation phenomena in the biomedical domain to further improve the performance. Evaluation
shows that our system achieves F-measures of 69.1 and 71.2 on the 23 classes of
GENIA V1.1 and V3.0, respectively. In particular, our system achieves an F-measure
of 77.8 on the ‘‘protein’’ class of GENIA V3.0. It also shows that our system outperforms the best-reported system on GENIA V1.1 and V3.0.
© 2005 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
With an overwhelming amount of textual information in molecular biology and biomedicine, there is
a need for effective and efﬁcient literature mining
and knowledge discovery that can help biologists
to gather and make use of the knowledge encoded
in text documents. In order to make organized
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and structured information available, automatically recognizing biomedical entity names becomes
critical and is important for protein—protein interaction extraction, pathway construction, automatic
database duration, etc.
Such a task, called named entity recognition, has been well developed in the newswire
domain [1—4]. In MUC and CoNLL, the task of
named entity recognition is to recognize the
names of persons, locations, organizations, etc.
in the newswire domain. Representative machine
learning approaches include hidden Markov model
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[5—8], maximum entropy [9—12], conditional random ﬁelds [13], support vector machine [14], and
decision tree [15]. In the biomedical domain, we
care about entities like gene, protein, virus, etc.
In recent years, many biomedical name recognition systems [16—22,14,23—25] have been developed or ported from existing named entity recognition systems in the newswire domain. However,
few of them have achieved satisfactory performance due to the special characteristics in the
biomedical domain, such as long and descriptive
naming convention, the conjunctive and disjunctive structures, casual naming convention and the
rapid emergence of new biomedical names, abbreviation, and nested construction. On all accounts,
we can say that recognition of entity names in the
biomedical domain is much more difﬁcult than that
in the newswire domain.
This paper will follow hidden Markov model
(HMM) due to: (1) its great success in many tagging
applications, most notably part-of-speech (POS)
tagging [26—28] and shallow/full parsing [29,30],
besides named entity recognition; (2) the efﬁciency
of the Viterbi algorithm [31] in global optimization during decoding the state sequence. In theory, HMM is based on a joint probability model.
Given an observation sequence O1n = o1 o2 · · · on in
sequential inference, the goal of a joint probability
model to ﬁnd a stochastic optimal state sequence
S1n = s1 s2 · · · sn that maximizes the joint probability
P(S1n , O1n )
S∗ = arg max log P(S1n , O1n )
S1n

= arg max {log P(S1n ) + log P(O1n |S1n )}
S1n

(1)

Traditionally, a HMM segments and labels sequential data in a generative way by making an observation context independent assumption that successive observations are independent given the corresponding individual state [32]
P(O1n |S1n ) =

n

P(oi |si )

(2)

i=1

the ﬁrst two terms in Eq. (3) and the output model

n
i=1 log P(oi |si ) as the third term in Eq. (3).
There are several problems with this generative
approach. First, many tasks would beneﬁt from a
richer representation of observations—–in particular a representation that describes observations in
terms of many overlapping features, such as capitalization, word ending, part-of-speech in addition
to the traditional word identity. Note that these
features always depend on each other. Second,
while the dependence between successive states
can be directly modeled by its state transition
model, the generative approach fails to effectively
model the dependence in the observation sequence
due to its strong context independent assumption.
Third, in many NLP tasks, the goal is to predict the
state sequence given the observation sequence. In
other words, the generative approach inappropriately applies a generative joint probability model
for a conditional probability problem. In summary,
the main reasons behind these problems of the
generative approach are the strong context independent assumption and the generative nature in
modeling sequential data.
To resolve above problems, this paper presents
the mutual information independence model
(MIIM), a discriminative Markov model, which models a conditional probability in a discriminative
way. Besides, various evidential features are proposed to deal with the special phenomena in the
biomedical domain and integrated effectively and
efﬁciently through the MIIM. In addition, a support vector machine (SVM) plus sigmoid is proposed to resolve the data sparseness problem in
our system. Finally, we present two post-processing
modules to deal with the nested entity name and
abbreviation phenomena to further improve the
performance.
All of our experiments are done on the GENIA
corpus, which is the largest annotated corpus in
the molecular biology domain available to public
[33]. In our experiments, two versions are used: (1)
GENIA V1.1, which contains 670 MEDLINE abstracts
of 123K words; (2) GENIA V3.0 which is a superset
of GENIA V1.1 and contains 2000 MEDLINE abstracts
of 360K words. The annotation of biomedical entities is based on the GENIA ontology [33], which

By applying the above assumption and using the
chain rule, a HMM can be expressed as Eq. (3) by
rewriting Eq. (1)

 n


n
n



i−1
∗
n
S = arg max log P(S1 ) +
log P(oi |si ) = arg max
log P(si |S1 ) + log P(s1 ) +
log P(oi |si )
S1n

i=1

S1n

The above HMM consists
of two models: the state
n
transition model
log
P(si |S1i−1 ) + log P(s1 ) as
i=2

i=2

i=1

(3)
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includes 23 distinct classes: multi-cell, mono-cell,
virus, body part, tissue, cell type, cell component,
organism, cell line, other artiﬁcial source, protein, peptide, amino acid monomer, DNA, RNA, poly
nucleotide, nucleotide, lipid, carbohydrate, other
organic compound, inorganic, atom and other.
The layout of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we will introduce various features to deal
with the special phenomena of entity naming conventions in the biomedical domain. In Section
3, we will present the mutual information independence model (MIIM) to integrate various features, a support vector machine (SVM) plus sigmoid to resolve the data sparseness problem in
the MIIM and two post-processing modules to further improve the performance. In Section 4, we
will evaluate the detailed performance on the
GENIA corpus while a detailed error analysis is
presented in Section 5. Related work in biomedical name recognition is introduced in Section
6 while some conclusion remarks are given in
Section 7.

2. Features
In order to deal with the special phenomena
of entity naming conventions in the biomedical
domain, such as long and descriptive naming convention, casual naming convention, new biomedical
names rapidly emerging and abbreviation [24,25],
various evidential features are explored in this
paper.
• Word Formation Pattern (FWFP ): The purpose of
this feature is to capture capitalization, digitalization and other word formation information.
This feature has been widely used in both the
newswire domain [6,11,7] and the biomedical
domain [18,21,20,14,22—25]. Like Shen et al.
[24], Table 1 shows the list of word formation
patterns in our system with descending order of
priority.
• Morphological Pattern (FMP ): Morphological
information, such as preﬁx and sufﬁx, is considered as an important cue for terminology
identiﬁcation and has been widely applied in the
biomedical domain [22—25].
Like Shen et al. [24], a statistical method is ﬁrst
applied to get the most frequent preﬁxes/sufﬁxes
from the training data as candidates. Then, each of
these candidates is evaluated using
Wi =

#INi − #OUTi
#INi + #OUTi

(4)

Table 1 FWFP : list of word formation patterns in
descending order of priority
FWFP

Example

Comma
Dot
LRB
RRB
LSB
RSB
RomanDigit
GreekLetter
StopWord
ATCGsequence
OneDigit
AllDigits
DigitCommaDigit
DigitDotDigit
OneCap
AllCaps
CapLow Alpha
CapMixAlpha
LowMixAlpha
AlphaDigitAlpha
AlphaDigit
DigitAlphaDigit
DigitAlpha

,
.
(
)
[
]
II
Beta
In, at
AACAAAG
5
60
1.25
0.5
T
CSF
All
IgM
kDa
H2A
T4
6C2
19D

where #INi is the number of the ith candidate occurring within entity names and #OUTi is the number of
the ith candidate occurring outside entity names.
The rationale behind this method is that a particular preﬁx/sufﬁx, which occurs most likely within
entity names, may be thought of as evidence for
distinguishing entity names. The candidates whose
weights are above a certain threshold are chosen.
Then, we count the frequency of each preﬁx/sufﬁx
in each entity class and group preﬁxes/sufﬁxes with
the similar distribution among the entity classes
into one category. Each category is labeled by its
most occurring entity class. Therefore, each preﬁx/sufﬁx ends up being associated with exactly one
of the entity classes. This can help resolve the data
sparseness problem because preﬁxes/sufﬁxes with
similar distribution have similar contribution. Here,
0.7 is chosen as the threshold for the candidate
weight (as shown in Eq. (4)) based on our experimentation. As a result, average 37 preﬁxes/sufﬁxes
are selected from the training data of GENIA V3.0
and further grouped to 23 categories related with
the 23 classes in the GENIA ontology.
Table 2 shows some of morphological patterns. It
shows that sufﬁxes ∼Lipid, ∼Rogen, ∼Vitamin have
been grouped into the category MPLIPID because
they occur frequently in the class ‘‘Lipid’’ and
much less frequently in other classes.
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Table 2

FWFP : examples of morphological patterns

FMP

Preﬁx/sufﬁx

Example

MPLIPID

∼Lipid
∼Rogen
∼Vitamin

Phospholipids
Estrogen
Dihydroxyvitamin

MPVIRUS

∼Virus

Cytomegalovirus

• Part-of-speech (FPOS ): Since many of the words
in biomedical names are in lowercase, capitalization information in the biomedical domain is
not as evidential as that in the newswire domain.
Moreover, many biomedical names are descriptive and very long. Therefore, POS may provide
useful evidence about the boundaries of biomedical entity names [23—25].
• Head noun trigger (FHEAD ): The head noun, which
is the major noun of a noun phrase, often
describes the function or the property of the noun
phrase. Like Shen et al. [24], a list of head noun
triggers is extracted as follow: First, we automatically extract unigram and bigram head nouns
from the training data, and rank them by frequency. Then, for each entity class, we select 50%
of top ranked head nouns as head noun triggers.
Table 3 shows some of the examples.
• Name alias feature (FALIAS ): Besides the above
widely used features, a novel name alias feature is also proposed to resolve the name alias
phenomenon. The intuition behind this feature is
the name alias phenomenon that relevant entities will be referred to in many ways throughout
a given text and thus success of named entity
recognition is conditional on success at determining when one noun phrase refers to the very same
entity as another noun phrase.
During decoding, the entity names already recognized from the previous sentences of the document are stored in a list. When the system encounters an entity name candidate (e.g. a word with
a special word formation pattern), a name alias
algorithm (similar to [34]) is invoked to ﬁrst dynami-

Table 3 FHEAD : examples of auto-generated head
noun triggers
Class

Unigram

Bigram

Protein

Interleukin
Interferon
Kinase

Activator protein
Binding protein
Cell receptor

DNA

DNA
cDNA
Chromosome

X chromosome
Binding motif
Promoter element
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cally determine whether the entity name candidate
might be alias for a previously recognized name
in the recognized list. This is done by checking
whether all the characters in the entity name candidate exist in a recognized entity name in the same
order and whether the ﬁrst character in the entity
name candidate is same as the ﬁrst character in
the recognized name. For a relevant work, please
see [35]. The name alias feature FALIAS is represented as ENTITYnLm (L indicates the locality of the
name alias phenomenon). Here ENTITY indicates
the class of the recognized entity name and n indicates the number of words in the recognized entity
name while m indicates the number of words in the
recognized entity name from which the name alias
candidate is formed. For example, when the decoding process encounters the word ‘‘TCF’’, the word
‘‘TCF’’ is proposed as an entity name candidate
and the name alias algorithm is invoked to check if
the word ‘‘TCF’’ is an alias of a recognized named
entity. If ‘‘T cell factor’’ is a ‘‘Protein’’ name recognized earlier in the document, the word ‘‘TCF’’
is determined to be an alias of ‘‘T cell factor’’ with
the name alias feature Protein3L3 by taking the
three initial letters of the three-word ‘‘protein’’
name ‘‘T cell factor’’.

3. Methods
3.1. Mutual information independence
model
Given above various features, the key problem
is how to effectively and efﬁciently integrate
them together and ﬁnd the optimal resolution
to biomedical name recognition. More formally
in conditional probability, given an observation
sequence O1n = o1 o2 · · · on , the purpose is to ﬁnd
the most likely biomedical name tag sequence
S1n = s1 s2 · · · sn that maximizes P(S1n |O1n ). Here, the
observation oi = fi , wi , wi is the ith word, fi =
i
i , Fi , Fi
i
FWFP
, FMP
POS HEAD , FALIAS  is the feature set of
the word wi , and the biomedical name tag si is a
structural state si = BOUNDARYi ENTITYi FEATUREi ,
where
• BOUNDARYi {O, B, M, E} denotes the position of
the current word in the entity. Here O means
that current word is a whOle entity name and
B/M/E means that current word is at the Beginning/in the Middle/at the End of an entity
name.
• ENTITYi indicates the class of the entity.
• FEATUREi is the word formation pattern feature
i
FWFP
. Because of the limited number of bound-
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ary and entity categories, the word formation
pattern feature is added into the structural tag
to represent a more accurate state transition
model in the MIIM while keeping the output model
unchanged. That is, the structural tag is factored
by the word formation pattern feature to achieve
a more detailed and powerful state transition
model in the MIIM.

This assumes that the reduction in uncertainty
for the state sequence in knowing the observation sequence is equal to the summation of the
reduction in uncertainty for each individual state
of the state sequence in knowing the observation
sequence. That is, an individual tag is only dependent on the observation sequence O1n and independent of other tags in the tag sequence S1n . This
assumption is reasonable because the dependence
In this paper, we use the mutual information
among the tags in the tag sequence S1n has already
independence model (MIIM), a discriminative model
been captured by the ﬁrst term in Eq. (6). Applying
as described in Zhou and Su [7]. Similar to hidthe Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), we have Eq. (8) as follows:


n
n
n



P(si , O1n )
P(si , O1n )
∗
n
n
S = arg max log P(S1 ) +
log
log P(si ) +
log
= arg max log P(S1 ) −
P(si ) · P(O1n )
P(O1n )
S1n
S1n
i=1
i=1
i=1
 n

n
n



n
n
log P(si |S1 ) + log P(s1 ) −
log P(si ) +
log P(si |O1 )
= arg max
S1n

i=2

= arg max

 n


S1n

i=1

log P(si |S1i−1 ) −

i=2

n


i=1

log P(si ) +

i=2

n


S∗ = arg max{log P(S1n |O1n )}

(5)

S1n

By rewriting log P(S1n |O1n ), we have
S∗ = arg max{log P(S1n |O1n )}
= arg max
S1n



log P(S1n ) + log

P(S1n , O1n )
P(S1n ) · P(O1n )


(6)

Obviously, the second term in Eq. (6) is the pairwise mutual information between S1n and O1n , which
means the change of information content when S1n
and O1n co-occur. In order to simplify the computation of this term, we assume a novel pair-wise
mutual information independence
MI(S1n , O1n ) =

n


MI(si , O1n )

or

i=1

log

n

P(si , O1n )
P(S1n , O1n )
log
=
P(S1n ) · P(O1n )
P(si ) · P(O1n )
i=1

(8)

i=1

den Markov model (HMM), a MIIM is a latent variable model in the sense that only the observation
sequence is given while the state (tag) sequence
remains ‘‘hidden’’. In principle, given an observation sequence O1n = o1 o2 · · · on , the goal of a conditional probability model is to ﬁnd a stochastic
optimal state sequence S1n = s1 s2 · · · sn that maximizes the conditional probability P(S1n |O1n )

S1n



log P(si |O1n )

(7)

The above model consists of two models:
n
i−1
the
i=2 log P(si |S1 ) −
n state transition model
i=2 log P(si ) as theﬁrst two terms in Eq. (8) and
n
i−1
the output model
i=1 log P(si |O1 ) as the third
term in Eq. (8). We call the above model as shown in
Eq. (8) the mutual information independence model
due to its pairwise mutual information assumption
as shown in Eq. (7). Compared with the generative HMM as shown in Eq. (3), the main difference lies in their output models in that the output model of a MIIM directly captures the context dependence between successive observations
in determining the ‘‘hidden’’ states while the output model of the generative HMM fails to do so.
That is, the output model of a MIIM overcomes
the strong context independent assumption in the
generative HMM and becomes observation context
dependent. On the one hand, the state transition
model of the MIIM takes advantage of a generative HMM on modeling sequential states. On the
other hand, the output model of the MIIM also
takes advantage of a discriminative model on incorporating arbitrary overlapping features. Moreover,
the output model of the MIIM directly captures the
context dependence between successive observations in determining the ‘‘hidden’’ states individually and extending the context dependence to the
entire observation sequence.
The idea behind the MIIM is that it tries to assign
each observation an appropriate tag (state), which
contains boundary and class information. For example, ‘‘TCF 1 binds stronger than NF kB to TCEd
DNA’’. The tag assigned to token ‘‘TCF’’ should
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indicate that it is at the beginning of an entity name
and it belongs to the ‘‘Protein’’ class; and the tag
assigned to token ‘‘binds’’ should indicate that it
does not belong to an entity name. Here, a variant
of the Viterbi algorithm [31] in decoding the standard HMM is implemented to ﬁnd the most likely tag
sequence by replacing the state transition model
and the output model of the standard HMM with
the state transition model and the output model of
the MIIM, respectively.
From Eq. (8), we can see that the ﬁrst term can
be computed by using ngram modeling [36], where
each tag is assumed to be dependent on the N − 1
previous tags (e.g. 2), and that the second term can
be easily calculated by summing log probabilities of
all the individual tags.
The problem with the above MIIM lies in the
data sparseness problem raised by its output model:
P(si |O1n ) in the third term of Eq. (8). Ideally, we
would have sufﬁcient training data for every event
whose conditional probability we wish to calculate. Unfortunately, there is rarely enough training data to compute accurate probabilities when
decoding on new data. Generally, two smoothing
approaches [36] are applied to resolve this problem: linear interpolation and back-off. However,
these two approaches only work well when the
number of different information sources is limited. When a few features and/or a long context
are considered, the number of different information sources is exponential. This makes smoothing
approaches inappropriate in our system. Therefore,
a support vector machine (SVM) plus sigmoid is proposed to resolve the data sparseness problem in
our system. The reason that we choose SVM for
this purpose is that it represents the state-of-theart in the machine learning research community
and there are good implementations of the algorithm available. In this paper, we use the SVMLight1
deleveloped by Joachims [37].

3.2. Support vector machine plus sigmoid
Support vector machines (SVMs) are a popular
machine learning approach ﬁrst presented by Vapnik [38]. Based on the structural risk minimization
of the statistical learning theory, SVMs seek an optimal separating hyper-plane to divide the training
instances into two classes and the decisions on the
testing instances are made based on the support
vectors which are selected as the only effective
instances in the training set.
Normally, a window of a target word w represents the local context of w and is used to make
1

http://svmlight.joachims.org/.
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a decision on w. In our system, we set the window size to 7, which includes the previous three
words and the next three words of the target
word w including the target word w itself. Here,
each instance in the training and test data is represented using a high-dimensional feature vector.
For example, if a word occurs in the vocabulary
(collected from the training data), one dimension
in the feature vector of the SVM (corresponding
to the position of the word in the vocabulary) is
set to 1. The vocabulary is constructed by taking
all the words in the training data (ﬁltered with
threshold 3). In our system, all the ﬁve features as
described in Section 2 are applied for each of the
seven words in the window. When a word contains
dash(es), one additional overlapping word formation pattern feature is generated for each segment
separated by dashes. For example, the word ‘‘TCFBeta’’ has not only a word formation pattern feature of ‘‘CapMixAlpha’’ as a whole but also two
additional overlapping word formation pattern features ‘‘AllCaps’’ and ‘‘GreekLetter’’ for the two
segments separated by the dash while the word
‘‘TCF’’ only has a word formation pattern feature of
‘‘AllCaps’’.
However, in order to apply SVM in the output
model of the MIIM (the third term of Eq. (4)), we
need to solve three problems.
First, SVMs only produce an un-calibrated value
that is not a probability. The unthresholded output
of an SVM can be represented as

f(x) =
ai · yi · k(xi , x) + b
(9)
i ∈ SV

while x is the given example to be classiﬁed; b is
the offset in the SVM classiﬁer; xi , yi and ai are
a support vector, the output of the support vector
and its weight, repectively; k(x, xi ) is the kernel
(similarity) function between the given example x
and a support vector xi . Therefore, we need to map
the SVM output into a pseudo-probability. For this
purpose, we train an additional sigmoid model [39]
which has two parameters A and B
p(si |fi ) =

1
1 + exp(Afi + B)

(10)

Second, SVMs are binary classiﬁers. Therefore,
we must extend SVMs to multi-class (e.g., K) classiﬁers. For efﬁciency, we apply the one versus others
strategy, which builds K classiﬁers so as to separate
one class from all others, instead of the pairwise
strategy, which builds K* (K − 1)/2 classiﬁers considering all pairs of classes. Moreover, we only apply
the simple linear kernel due to speed and memory
requirements, although other kernels (e.g. polyno-
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mial kernel) and the pairwise strategy can have
better performance.
Finally, for each state si , there is one sigmoid
output p(si |fi ). Therefore, the sigmoid outputs need
to be normalized to get a valid probability distribution. This can be simply done by applying
p(si |fi )
p(si |O1n ) = 
i p(si |fi )

(11)

3.3. Post-processing
Two post-processing modules, namely nested entity
name resolution and abbreviation resolution, are
applied in our system to further improve the performance.
3.3.1. Nested entity name resolution
It is found [24] that 16.57% of entity names in GENIA
V3.0 have nested constructions, e.g.
< RNA >< DNA > CIITA < /DNA > mRNA < /RNA >
Therefore, it is important to resolve such phenomenon.
Here, a pattern-based approach is proposed to
resolve the nested entity names while the above
MIIM and SVM plus sigmoid is applied to recognize embedded entity names and non-nested entity
names. The main idea is that we try to develop a
set of patterns, which help recognize biomedical
names to the longest extent based on embedded
ones. In the GENIA corpus, we ﬁnd that there are
six useful patterns of nested entity name constructions:
• <ENTITY> := <ENTITY> [head noun], e.g. <DNA> :=
<PROTEIN> binding motif
• <ENTITY> := <ENTITY> <ENTITY>, e.g. <PROTEIN>
:= <LIPID> <PROTEIN>
• <ENTITY> := [modiﬁer] <ENTITY>, e.g. <Protein>
:= anti <Protein>
• <ENTITY> := <ENTITY> [any one word] <ENTITY>,
e.g. <MULTICELL> := <VIRUS> infected <MULTICELL>
• <ENTITY> := <ENTITY> <ENTITY> [head noun]
• <ENTITY> := [modiﬁer] <ENTITY> [head noun]
In our system, the above six patterns and respective rules are generated as follows: Firstly, the
ﬁrst four basic patterns are generated based on
the manual investigation of the nested annotation in the corpus. Then, we replace the nested
entity names by their entity class. For example,
‘‘<DNA> <VIRUS>HIV-1</VIRUS> enhancer </DNA>’’
has the pattern of ‘‘<ENTITY> := <ENTITY> [head
noun]’’. We can replace the entity name ‘‘HIV-1’’

by ‘‘<VIRUS>’’ and transform the nested annotation
to a rule ‘‘<DNA> := <VIRUS> enhancer’’. In this way,
we can automatically collect all these nested rules
according to the deﬁned patterns from the training
data and rank them by frequency. In our system,
only the rules that have frequency not less than
2 are kept. Finally, in order to broaden the rule
coverage, two additional patterns (i.e. the last two
patterns as shown above) are generated by combining the ﬁrst two patterns and the next two patterns,
respectively. As a result, more rules are generated
according to the two additional patterns by combining the existing rules generated on the ﬁrst four
basic patterns.
3.3.2. Abbreviation resolution
While the name alias feature is useful to detect
the inter-sentential name alias phenomenon (name
alias and its full form appear in different sentences), it is unable to identify the intrasentential name alias phenomenon: the intrasentential abbreviation (abbreviation and its full
form appear in the same sentence). Such abbreviations widely occur in the biomedical domain.
In our system, we present an effective and efﬁcient algorithm to recognize the intra-sentential
abbreviations more accurately by mapping them
to their full expanded forms. In the GENIA corpus, we observe that the expanded form and its
abbreviation often occur together via parentheses. Generally, there are two patterns: ‘‘expanded
form (abbreviation)’’ and ‘‘abbreviation (expanded
form)’’.
Our algorithm is based on the fact that it is
much harder to classify an abbreviation than its
expanded form. Generally, the expanded form is
more evidential than its abbreviation to determine
its class. The algorithm works as follows: Given a
sentence with parentheses, we use a similar algorithm as in Schwartz and Hearst [34] to determine
whether it is an abbreviation with parentheses. This
is done by starting from the end of both the abbreviation and the expanded form, moving from right
to left and trying to ﬁnd the shortest expanded
form that matches the abbreviation. Any character in the expanded form can match a character in
the abbreviation with one exception: the match of
the character at the beginning of the abbreviation
must match the ﬁrst alphabetic character of the
ﬁrst word in the expanded form. If yes, we remove
the abbreviation and the parentheses from the sentence. After the sentence is processed, we restore
the abbreviation with parentheses to its original
position in the sentence. Then, the abbreviation is
classiﬁed as the same class of the expanded form, if
the expanded form is recognized as an entity name.
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Table 4 Performance of our PowerBioNE system
(ﬁve-fold cross-validation)
Performance

P

R

F

Shen et al. on GENIAV3.0
Shen et al. on GENIAV1.1
Our system on GENIA V3.0
Our system on GENIA V1. 1

66.5
63.1
72.7
70.4

66.6
61.2
69.8
67.9

66.6
62.2
71.2
69.1

In the meanwhile, we also adjust the boundaries
of the expanded form according to the abbreviation, if necessary. Finally, the expanded form and
its abbreviation are stored in the recognized list
of biomedical entity names from the document to
help the resolution of forthcoming occurrences of
the same abbreviation in the document.

4. Experimental results
We evaluate our PowerBioNE system on GENIA V1.
1 and V3.0 using precision/recall/F-measure. For
each evaluation, we select 20% of the corpus as
the held-out test data and the remaining 80% as
the training data. All the experiments are crossvalidated ﬁve times and the evaluations are averaged over the held-out test data. For nested entity
name resolution, an average of 59 and 97 rules
are extracted from the nested entity names in the
training data of GENIA V1.1 and V3.0, respectively.
For POS, all the POS taggers are trained on the training data with POS imported from the corresponding
GENIA V3.02p with POS annotated.
Table 4 shows the performance of our system on
GENIA V1.1 and V3.0, and the comparison with that
of the best reported system [24]. It shows that our
system achieves an F-measure of 69.1 on GENIA
V1.1 and an F-measure of 71.2 on GENIA V3.0,
respectively, without help of any dictionaries. It
also shows that our system outperforms [24] by 6.9
in F-measure on GENIA V1.1 and 4.6 in F-measure
on GENIA V3.0. This is due to the superiority of the
SVM plus sigmoid in our system over the back-off
approach in [24] and the novel name alias feature.
Table 5 shows the contributions of various features
(including the word itself) and post processing modules in our system on the GENIA V3.0 corpus by
leaving one feature or one post processing module
at a time. It shows that
• The novel name alias feature contributes 1.2 in
F-measure. This means that the SVM plus sigmoid
approach in our system outperforms the back-off
approach in [24] by contributing 3.4 (4.6—1.2)
more in F-measure.

Table 5 Contributions of various features (including
the word itself) and post processing modules in our
system on GENIA V3.0: decrease in F-measure by leaving one feature or one post processing module at a
time (ﬁve-fold cross-validation)
Features/post processing modules

F

Word itself
Word formation pattern feature
Morphological pattern feature
Part-of-speech feature
Head noun trigger feature
Name alias feature
Nested entity name resolution
Abbreviation resolution

−12.6
−16.3
−1.3
−5.8
−2.1
−1.2
−3.4
−2.1

• Other features contribute quite differently: (1)
the word formation pattern feature contributes
most by 16.3 in F-measure; (2) the word itself
contributes second by 12.6 in F-measure; (3)
the POS feature contributes third by 5.8 in
F-measure; (4) the morphological pattern feature slightly improve the performance by 1.3 in
F-measure; (5) the head noun trigger feature
slightly improve the performance by 2.1 in Fmeasure.
• The nested entity name resolution contributes
3.4 in F-measure.
• The abbreviation resolution contributes 2.1 in Fmeasure.
One important question is about the performance of different entity classes. Table 6 shows
the performance of the major biomedical entity
classes on GENIA V3.0. Of particular interest, our
system achieves an F-measure of 77.8 on the class
‘‘Protein’’. It shows that the performance varies a
lot among different entity classes. One reason may
be due to different difﬁculties in recognizing different entity classes. Another reason may be due
to the different numbers of instances in different
entity classes. Though GENIA V3.0 provides a good

Table 6 Performance of different entity classes on
GENIA V3.0 (ﬁve-fold cross-validation)
Entity class

Number of instances in
the training data

F

Cell type
Lipid
Multi-cell
Protein
DNA
Cell line
RNA
Virus

6034
1602
1463
21380
7538
3216
695
873

81.8
68.6
78.1
77.8
70.8
68.5
56.2
67.2
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error analysis, we ﬁnd many errors are due to the
strict annotation scheme and the annotation inconsistence in the GENIA corpus, and can be considered
acceptable. Therefore, we will also examine the
acceptable F-measure of our system, in particular,
the acceptable F-measure on the ‘‘protein’’ class.
All the 100 errors are classiﬁed as follows:

Fig. 1 Impact of different training data sizes on GENIA
V3.0.

basis for named entity recognition in the biomedical domain and probably the best available, it has
clear bias. Table 5 shows that, while GENIA V3.0 is
of enough size for recognizing some of the major
classes, such as ‘‘Protein’’, ‘‘Cell type’’, ‘‘Cell
line’’, ‘‘Lipid’’, etc., it is of limited size in recognizing other classes, such as ‘‘RNA’’.
Another important question is how the performance varies as the training data size changes? This
issue relates with the portability of the system and
its possible performance improvement if a much
larger training corpus is available. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 1 using GENIA V3.0. Here,
all the systems including respective features are
modiﬁed accordingly based on the used part of the
training corpus. Fig. 1 shows that further increasing the size of the training data beyond 300K words
tends to only slightly improves the performance in
our system while [24] is much more data driven. It
also shows that our system has a turning point at the
training data size of about 75K with an F-measure
of about 68 while [24] has a turning point at about
250K with an F-measure of about 66. This means
that our system can reach much higher stable performance much faster than [24]. This suggests that
our system provides a potential for much better
portability than the best reported system in [24].

5. Error analysis
In order to further evaluate our system and explore
possible improvement, we have implemented an
error analysis. This is done by randomly choosing
100 errors from our recognition results. During the

• Left boundary errors (14): They include the
errors with correct class identiﬁcation, correct
right boundary detection and only wrong left
boundary detection. We ﬁnd that most of such
errors come from the long and descriptive naming convention. We also ﬁnd that 11 of 14 errors
are acceptable and ignorance of the descriptive
words often does not make a much difference
for the entity names. In fact, it is even hard
for biologists to decide whether the descriptive
words should be a part of the entity names,
such as ‘‘normal’’, ‘‘activated’’, etc. In particular, 4 of 14 errors belong to the ‘‘protein’’
class. Among them, two errors are acceptable,
e.g. ‘‘classical <PROTEIN>1,25 (OH) 2D3 receptor </PROTEIN>’’ ⇒ ‘‘<PROTEIN> classical 1,25
(OH) 2D3 receptor </PROTEIN>’’ (with format
of ‘‘annotation in the corpus ⇒ identiﬁcation
made by our system’’), while the other two are
unacceptable, e.g. ‘‘<PROTEIN>viral transcription factor </PROTEIN> ⇒ viral <PROTEIN> transcription factor </PROTEIN>’’.
• Nested entity name errors (16): They include the
errors when processing nested entity names. We
ﬁnd that most of such errors come from annotation inconsistence in the GENIA corpus: In some
cases, only embedded entity names are annotated while in other cases, embedded entity
names are not annotated. Our system tends to
annotate both embedded entity names and whole
entity names. Among them, we ﬁnd that 13 of
16 errors are acceptable. In particular, two of 16
errors belong to the ‘‘protein’’ class and both
are acceptable, e.g. ‘‘<DNA>NF kappa B binding site</DNA>’’ ⇒ ‘‘<DNA><PROTEIN>NF kappa
B</PROTEIN> binding site</DNA>’’.
• Misclassiﬁcation errors (18): They include the
errors with wrong class identiﬁcation, correct
right boundary detection and correct left boundary detection. We ﬁnd that this kind of errors
mainly comes from the sense ambiguity of
biomedical entity names and is very difﬁcult to
disambiguate. Among them, 8 errors are related
with the ‘‘DNA‘‘ class and six errors are related
with the ‘‘Cell Line’’ and ‘‘Cell type’’ classes.
We also ﬁnd that only three of 18 errors are
acceptable. In particular, there are six errors
related to the ‘‘protein’’ class. Finally, we ﬁnd
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that all the six errors are caused by misclassiﬁcation of the ‘‘DNA’’ class to the ‘‘protein’’
class and all of them are unacceptable, e.g.
‘‘<DNA>type I IFN<DNA>’’ ⇒ ‘‘<PROTEIN>type I
IFN</PROTEIN>’’.
• True negative (23): They include the errors
by missing the identiﬁcation of biomedical
entity names. We ﬁnd that 13 errors come
from the ‘‘other’’ class and 10 errors from the
‘‘protein’’ class. We also ﬁnd that the GENIA
corpus annotates some general noun phrases
as biomedical entity names, e.g. ‘‘protein’’ in
‘‘the protein’’ and ‘‘cofactor’’ in ‘‘a cofactor’’. Finally, we ﬁnd that 11 of 23 errors are
acceptable. In particular, nine of 23 errors
related to the ‘‘protein’’ class. Among them,
three errors are acceptable, e.g. ‘‘the <PROTEIN>protein</PROTEIN>’’ ⇒ ‘‘the
protein’’,
while the other six are unacceptable, e.g.
‘‘<PROTEIN>80 kDa</PROTEIN>’’ ⇒ ‘‘80 kDa’’.
• False positive (15): They include the errors by
wrongly identifying biomedical entity names,
which are not annotated in the GENIA corpus.
We ﬁnd that nine of 15 errors come from the
‘‘other’’ class. This suggests that the annotation
of the ‘‘other’’ class is much lacking in consistency and the most problematic in the GENIA
corpus. We also ﬁnd that seven of 15 errors are
acceptable. In particular, two of 15 errors are
related to the ‘‘protein’’ class and both are
acceptable, e.g. ‘‘afﬁnity sites’’ ⇒ ‘‘<PROTEIN>
afﬁnity sites</PROTEIN>’’.
• Miscellaneous (14): They include all the other
errors, e.g. combination of the above errors and
the errors caused by parentheses. We ﬁnd that
only one of 14 errors is acceptable. We also
ﬁnd that, among them, two errors are related
to the ‘‘protein’’ class and both are unacceptable, e.g. ‘‘<PROTEIN>17 amino acid epitope</PROTEIN>’’ ⇒ ‘‘17 <RNA>amino acid epitope</RNA>’’.
From the above error analysis, we ﬁnd that about
half (46/100) of errors are acceptable and can be
avoided by a more ﬂexible annotation scheme (e.g.
regarding the modiﬁers in the left boundaries) and
consistent annotation (e.g. in the annotation of the
‘‘other’’ class and nested entity names). In particular, about one third (9/25) of errors are acceptable
on the ‘‘protein’’ class. This means that the acceptable F-measure can reach about 84.4 on the 23
classes of GENIA V3.0. In particular, the acceptable
F-measure on the ‘‘protein’’ class is about 85.8.
In addition, this performance is achieved without
using any extra resources (e.g. dictionaries). With
help of extra resources, we think an acceptable F-
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measure of near 90 can be achieved in the near
future.

6. Related work
Previous approaches in biomedical name recognition typically use some domain speciﬁc heuristic
rules and heavily rely on existing dictionaries in a
very limited biomedical domain [17,16,21]. Fukuda
et al. [17] uses some heuristic rules to identify
‘‘protein’’ names in SH3 protein domain and evaluation on 30 annotated MEDLINE abstracts shows
precision of 95.22% and recall of 97.40%. Proux
et al. [16] uses ﬁnite state technology to detect
‘‘gene’’ names by using lexical and morphological knowledge. It achieves precision of 91.4% and
recall of 94.4% on a small corpus of 1200 sentences from Flybase [40], and precision of about
70% on a larger corpus of 25,000 abstracts from
MEDLINE. Gaizauskas et al. [21] derives their system
from an existing system in the newswire domain
(MUC) and applies it in two projects: extraction
of enzymes and metabolic pathways (EMPathIE)
and extraction of protein structure (PASTA). Their
system mainly uses lexicons, morphological cues,
such as sufﬁxes, and hand-coded rules. Evaluation of biomedical named entity recognition on
6 full journal articles in EMPathIE task achieves
precision of 86% and recall of 68% on 10 named
entity classes, such as ‘‘compound’’, ‘‘element’’,
‘‘enzyme’’, etc. while evaluation on 52 MEDLINE
abstracts in PASTA task achieves precision of 94%
and recall of 88% on 13 named entity classes, such as
‘‘protein’’, ‘‘species’’, ‘‘residue’’, etc. Although
these rule-based systems seem quite promising,
they lack the ability of adaptation to new named
entity classes in the biomedical domain. Once a
new class is required to identify, a set of rules for
this class has to be generated manually. The more
classes, the more ambiguous and difﬁcult to construct consistent rules. Moreover, such approaches
only work well in very limited biomedical domains
with biomedical name dictionaries of good coverage. Finally, these systems heavily depend on welldeveloped dictionaries.
The current trend is to apply machine-learning
approaches in biomedical name recognition, largely
due to the development of the GENIA corpus. Typical explorations include [18,20,14,22,23,41,24,25].
Nobata et al. [18], Collier et al. [20] and Takeuchi
and Collier [14] use a preliminary version of
the GENIA corpus which contains 100 abstracts
and identiﬁes 10 named entity classes, such as
‘‘protein’’, ‘‘DNA’’, ‘‘RNA’’, ‘‘cell line’’, ‘‘cell
type’’, etc. Nobata et al. [18] uses the decision tree
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and incorporates POS, character information, and
domain speciﬁc word lists. The experiment shows
that it achieves an F-measure of about 56. Collier et al. [20] applies a linear interpolated HMM
and incorporates surface word itself and character information. It achieves an F-measure of 72.8.
Takeuchi and Collier [14] applies SVM and incorporates surface word itself, character information and
pervious word class tags (−3 to +3). It achieves an
F-measure of 71.8. Kazama et al. [22] also applies
SVM and incorporates a rich feature set, including
word, POS, preﬁx, sufﬁx, previous class, word cache
and HMM state. Experimentation on GENIA V1.1 of
23 classes shows an F-measure of 54.4, compared
with our 62.2 on the same GENIA V1.1. Tsuruoka
and Tsujii [41] applies a dictionary-based approach
and a naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer to ﬁlter out false positives. It only evaluates against the ‘‘protein’’ class
in GENIA V3.0, and receives an F-measure of 70.2
with help of a large dictionary, compared with our
75.8 on the same class without help of any dictionaries. Lee et al. [23] uses a two-phase SVM-based
recognition approach and incorporates word formation pattern and part-of-speech (existing POS in the
corpus). The evaluation on GENIA V3.0 shows an Fmeasure of 66.5 over 22 classes except the ‘‘other’’
class with help of an entity name dictionary. Shen et
al. [24] and Zhou et al. [25] explore a rich feature
set such as word formation pattern, morphological pattern, POS, head noun trigger, special verb
trigger and name alias feature. All the features are
integrated via a HMM-based approach. Finally, two
post-processing modules (nested entity name resolution and abbreviation resolution) are presented to
further improve the performance. Evaluation shows
F-measures of 62.2 and 66.6 on GENIA V1.1 and
V3.0, respectively.

7. Conclusion
In the paper, we describe our MIIM (mutual information independence model)-based named entity
recognition system in the biomedical domain,
named PowerBioNE. Various lexical, morphological, syntactic, semantic and discourse features are
incorporated to cope with the special phenomena
in biomedical name recognition. In addition, a SVM
plus sigmoid is proposed to effectively resolve the
data sparseness problem in the MIIM. Finally, we
present two post-processing modules to deal with
nested entity name and abbreviation phenomena
to further improve the performance. In this way,
a biomedical name recognition system with better
performance and better portability is achieved.

G.D. Zhou
The main contributions of our work are the novel
name alias feature in the biomedical domain, the
SVM plus sigmoid approach in the effective resolution of the data sparseness problem in our system and its integration with the mutual information
independence model (MIIM).
In the near future, we will further improve the
performance by further investigating the conjunctive and disjunctive structures, the synonym phenomenon, and the use of extra resources (e.g. dictionary).
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